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Executive Summary 

 
Defendants: Mehmet Nuri DENİZ, Ergün CANAN, Hüseyin KARASU, Mahmut ALİNAK, Ayşe 
Batumlu KAYA, Nezahat Paşa BAYRAKTAR, Veysel VESEK, Şaziye ÖNDER, Davut 
UZUNKÖPRÜ,  Doğan ERBAŞ, Cemo TÜYSÜZ, Cemal DEMİR, Mehmet Sabır TAŞ, Yaşar KAYA, 
Emran EMEKÇİ, Erdal SAFALI, Fırat AYDINKAYA, Hadice KORKUT, Yalçın SARITAŞ, Cengiz 
KAPMAZ, İbrahim BİLMEZ, Ömer GÜNEŞ, Faik Özgür EROL, Cengiz ÇİÇEK, Mehmet Sani 
KIZILKAYA, Mustafa ERASLAN, Asya ÜLKER, Nevzat ANUK, Muhdi ÖZTÜZÜN, Mehmet Deniz 
BÜYÜK, Aydın ORUÇ, Baran PAMUK, Mehmet AYATA, Meral Atasoy ATAN, Osman ÇELİK, 
Serkan AKBAŞ, Muharrem ŞAHİN, Mehmet BAYRAKTAR, Mizgin IRGAT, Mensur IŞIK, Şakir 
DEMİR, Hakzan SADAK, Sabahattin KAYA, Bedri KURAN, Servet DEMİR, Sabahat Zeynep ARAT, 
Sıdık BAL, Hüseyin ÇALİŞCİ, Fuat COŞACAK, Ümit SİSLİGÜN 
 
Offence: Running the terrorist organisation PKK/KCK, membership of the same organisation 
Date of the offence: 22 November 2011 and before 
Relevant provisions:  
Section 314/1 of the Turkish Penal Code (Defendants Cengiz ÇİÇEK, İbrahim BİLMEZ, Ömer 
GÜNEŞ, Faik Özgür EROL, Hadice KORKUT,  Emran EMEKÇİ, Cengiz KAPMAZ) 
Section 314/2 of the Turkish Penal Code (Defendants Mizgin IRGAT, Mehmet BAYRAKTAR, Ümit  
SİSLİGÜN, Servet DEMİR, Erdal SAFALI, Bedri KURAN, Mehmet AYATA, Veysel VESEK, Aydın 
ORUÇ, Hakzan SADAK, Cemal DEMİR, Mehmet Sabır TAŞ, Ayşe BATUMLU KAYA, Sabahattin 
KAYA, Yaşar KAYA, Mensur IŞIK, Serkan AKBAŞ, Muharrem ŞAHİN, Nevzat ANUK, Baran 
PAMUK, Hüseyin ÇALİŞÇİ , Ergün CANAN, Doğan ERBAŞ, Nezahat PAŞA BAYRAKTAR ,Fuat 
ÇOŞACAK,Mustafa ERASLAN, Şaziye ÖNDER, Osman ÇELİK, Mehmet Sani KIZILKAYA , Meral 
ATASOY ATAN, Mehmet Nuri DENİZ,Davut UZUNKÖPRÜ, Şakir DEMİR, Mahmut ALİNAK, 
Mehmet Deniz BÜYÜK, Cemo TÜYSÜZ, Asya ÜLKER , Fırat AYDINKAYA, Yalçın SARITAŞ 
,Muhdi ÖZTÜZÜN Sabahat Zeynep ARAT , Hüseyin KARASU , Sıdık BAL ) 
Sections 53, 58/9, 63, 54 of the Turkish Penal Code and Section 5/1 of the Act No: 3713 (All 
defendants) 
Evidence: Statements from defendants, statements from informants, reports by experts, diagnostic 
records, documents, hard disks, flash disks, CDs, floppy disks, video tapes, search and seizure 
reports, reports of communications, receipts of confiscated property, reports of observation, bank 
statements, İrfan DÜNDAR’s declaration, the book named ÖCALAN’S DAYS IN İMRALI written by 
defendant Cengiz KAPMAZ, criminal records, census records and the content of this indictment 
Summary: 
The indictment starts by explaining that KCK is one of four affiliated organisations which aim to 
establish an independent Kurdish state. KCK, which is controlled by the PKK, constitutes the 
subgroup based in Turkey. The other subgroups are PJAK in Iran, PÇDK in Iraq and PYD in Syria. 
Each of these subgroups aims to establish the infrastructure required for an independent Kurdish 
state in the regions where they operate. The reason some of PKK’s membership is constituted by 
citizens of foreign states (ie. Non-Turkish citizens) is that these four groups are linked because the 
envisioned Kurdish state is to be founded on the land of the four states mentioned above.  
As for the relationship between KCK and PKK, the indictment states that PKK, which is recognised 
as a terrorist organisation, has used different names such as KADEK and KONGRA-GEL at various 
times in order to disguise itself. KCK is the political arm of the PKK. According to the indictment, 
KCK and DTK (Congress of Democratic Society) are political structures which have started to 
effectively divide the territory of the Turkish state but their status as political structures enables 
them to legitimise these activities. Thus, the indictment refers to PKK and KCK as a single entity, 
“terrorist organisation PKK/KCK”.  
The indictment then proceeds to explain the history of the organisation. This part describes the 
phases the organisation went through until it started to be known as KCK, the meetings it held and 
the decisions made in those meetings. It also details the executive structure of the organisation and 
its activities to date. It is alleged that the terrorist organisation PKK/KCK conducted its “Fifth 
General Meeting” between 16 and 22 May 2007. 213 members attended the meeting and it was 
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decided that the name of the assembly would be changed from KKK (Koma Komelan Kürdistan  -
Democratic Confederation of Kurdistan) to KCK (Koma Civaken Kürdistan –Democratic Assembly 
of Kurdistan). It was also decided that the branch operating in Turkey would be referred to as 
KCK/TM. 
Subsequently, KCK/TM held another meeting on 12 and 13 January 2008. This meeting was 
referred to as “the Democratic People’s Assembly” by affiliated media organisations. The delegates 
at the meeting decided to adopt a document called “the Democratic Society Agreement”. This 
document is based on “the KCK Agreement”, which functions as the constitution of the terrorist 
organization, and it refers to KCK/TM as “the Democratic People’s Confederation of Turkey and 
Northern Kurdistan.” 
The indictment then proceeds to make numerous allegations about KCK based on the historical 
information it has given. These are: 

• The terrorist organisation has been known as KCK (Koma Civaken Kürdistan) in the 
recent years. 

• KCK is an umbrella structure encompassing the terrorist organisation PKK/KCK. 
• It encompasses Turkish, Iranian, Iraqi and Syrian territory. The terrorist 

organisation’s operations in Turkey are conducted under the name KCK/TM (Koma 
Civaken Kürdistan/Assembly of Turkey). 

• The KCK structure has been established from May 2007 on in order to reach the 
organisation’s original goal of a united (confederate) and independent Kurdistan. 

• The structure of KCK, the workings of its inner system and the roles of various sub-
units are detailed in the “KCK Agreement”, which is comprised of fourteen parts. This 
document envisages a confederate state, led by Abdullah Öcalan (the leader of the 
organisation) and incorporating legislative, executive and judicial powers. 

• The organisation adopts a strategy it calls “inclusive defence” (based on deploying all 
available resources, refers not only to military action but also to social, cultural etc 
factors and resources) in Turkey. 

• Its latest strategy, adopted as of 31 May 2010, is one “based on social engineering 
and having both armed/military and political aspects”. This strategy is meant to 
facilitate democratic autonomy and is intended to “protect the existence of Kurds and 
ensure their freedom”. 

• Under this strategy, the organisation has accelerated its activities including acts of 
violence (armed attacks), acts in mass and acts of politicisation and it has thereby 
deployed all of its resources in a struggle for its own existence. 

• In accordance with its strategy, the terrorist organisation has established educational 
centers called “Political Academies” in various cities with the purpose of increasing its 
political activities, stimulating political ideas in line with its aims and ideology and 
building a different society by training individuals in accordance with its ideology. 

• The training provided in these “Political Academies” closely parallels the political 
training provided by the terrorist organisation in its camps/bases in previous years. 

• The organisation aims to gain societal support by imposing PKK’s ideology on 
innocent citizens, especially those of Kurdish origin, and it envisages that a Kurdish 
state will be established through a civil uprising. The fall of the Egyptian government 
after the civil uprising in Tahrir Square has been cited as an example in some KCK 
meetings, accompanied by the request to turn Diyarbakır into Tahrir. KCK, DTK and 
the Political Academies are the various means by which the terrorist organization 
PKK/KCK implements its strategy of gaining support from the general public and 
causing a civil uprising in order to divide the Turkish state. 
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• Members of the public are indoctrinated in these “Political Academies” under the 
guise of education and through other civil structures (like foundations) under the 
guise of the provision of cultural activities. These people who are trained in the 
organisation’s ideology are then either sent to rural areas or deployed in the 
organisation’s urban structure. 
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KCK INDICTMENT DETAILED SUMMARY 

 Pg. 450 onwards 
 
SUSPECTS/EVIDENCE 
 
2. IBRAHIM BILMEZ 
 
The conclusion of lawful and physical interception of EMAIL and ADSL lines’ minutes, physical 
tracking with technical tools and camera images compared are: 
 
Ibrahim Bilmez entered Lavinya passage on 22.04.2011 during 15:19:33 ile 16:09:59  and searched 
organisational/rebellious material. 
 
Following the weekly meetings between Ocalan and his lawyers at  Asrın law firm, his lawyers 
received organisational instructions which were then turned into text and stored in the drafts section 
of emails known only to a select few in the management of the organisation. As such, it is possible 
to see the organisation is led and managed through OCALANS instructions via the lawyers.  
 
Media partners controlled by PKK/KCK 
 
http://www.diclenews.com/1//viewNews/235386 
 
Bilmaz makes a statement on the above website on 10 Dec 2010 states that to record the 
conversation between lawyer and client is to eradicate the rule of law. These punishments are 
against the Turkish constitution.  
Following the investigation, and pursuant to s.220/7 and 314.2 of the TCK, Bilmez was accused of 
knowingly and willingly helping the organisation and being a member of the organisation and as 
such a lawsuit was brought against him in the Istanbul 14. ACM.  
 
09.01.2011: Following the publication of another news piece on the same website above, Bilmez 
claimed no television was provided for Ocalan and that Ocalans lawyers would be given notice if 
this was to happen. Therefore he denied reports in the press that a TV was given. 
 
03.02.11:  
in another article, Bilmez gives a statement saying Ocalan has had no physical contact with his 
family or lawyers for the past 12 years. Additionally, every conversation between Ocalan and his 
visitors are recorded, with a guard present at all times.  
 
News pieces like the above have been published, and when the above articles are compared and 
assessed together, it is clear that the suspect Bilmez works within the leadership committee of the 
terrorist organisation PKK/KCK 
 
General matters of discussion in the evidence sectio n 
 
The meetings with Ocalan and his  lawyers were transcribed and turned into drafts in emails and 
shared between the individuals we had been investigating and the organisations leaders abroad. As 
such, they created an information network for the PKK/KCK. 
In addition, following a number of changes, the notes between his lawyers and Ocalan were 
published on websites supporting and/or sympathetic to the beliefs of the PKK. Therefore, Ocalans 
terror organisations beliefs were advanced through the mediation of the lawyers who acted as a go 
between the organisation and its followers and Ocalan who provided guidance and instructions who 
directed and managed the organisation through these meetings with his lawyers.  
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Following a physical and technical investigation of the suspect, its noted he visited Ocalan 61 times 
during 2005 & 2011 
 
When analysing one meeting the suspect attended along with lawyers Ömer GÜNEŞ, Muharrem 
ŞAHİN, Fuat COŞACAK on 12.05.2010, some of the topics discussed include Ocalans mental 
health and body language, his health, BDP members’ US visit and their representation there, 
operations, clashes etc,  
 
During the meeting, Ocalan and the suspect lawyers discuss: 
The suspects communicated the work of the armed unit of the PKK, that is, the HPG, and when 
communicating the recent work of the HPG, they noted that the use of the term guerrilla goes 
against the PKKS doctrine.  
They provided additional information on the Iranian wing of the PKK – PJAK, and its activities. 
They received instructions by Ocalan to write a letter to the Syrian leader Bashar al assad, Mesut 
Barzani,  and Celal Talabani in Ocalans name.  
The suspects received instructions to open up a law firm like the one they belong to, asrin law firm, 
in Iraq. 
That they need more members and staff believing in the PKKS idealogy and activities, and that they 
should establish a “political academy2 from which they can recruit such members. 
To accelerate and further the establishment of the political academy, to have it organised within the 
81 provinces. That the BDP and Doğan ERBAŞ ve Aysel TUĞLUK should increase their 
responsibility in the organisation of this academy.  
That a medium but consistent sense of war in Turkey has begun by the PKK and clashes by the 
organisations members following on from this. 
Ocalans statement, ‘I resigned from many things 4 years ago, however on the request of the DTP 
and PKK I did certain things,’ this means while he was in prison the requests of the DTP and PKK 
officials came to him,;therefore he was leading the terror organisation; and these requests came to 
him via the closed information network they created;  the transfer of information and instructions in 
question were transferred between Ocalan and top level leaders in the PKK;  
Ocalan gave his isntructions on writers and subjects to appear on the magazine Dipnot. 
 
During the meeting of 04.06.2010 between Ocalan and his lawyers Ömer GÜNEŞ, Cemo TÜYSÜZ 
ve Mehmet Sani KIZILKAYA, the following subjects were discussed: his wellbeing, developments 
on politics academies, the preparation of a democratic constitution, Ocalan made clear remarks and 
instructions. 
 
Ocalan and Lawyers discussed: 
The lawyers tell Ocalan that the organisation respects his supposed decision to remove himself 
from the leadership of the PKK/KCK. 
 
The meeting on 18.08.2010 between Ocalan and his lawyers Ömer GÜNEŞ, Mizgin IRGAT & 
Sabahattin KAYA includes discussions of: boycotting the general referendum, campaign to 
overcome rape, the form of the mid-sized war in Turkey, cultural genocide and the right to speak in 
the mother tongue; instructions on pieces for Dipnot.  
 
 
The umbrella organisation that is the PKK under the leadership of Ocalan, the organisations’ mass 
and armed protests, propaganda activities and the organisations message must be spread across 
the public opinion, any legal attempts to thwart the PKKs activities must be protested against by the 
population and the operations by the government must be prevented.  
The previous instruction to boycott the referendum was successfully carried out in 
Hakkari/Yuksekova and this should be followed by the organisations members everywhere. 
 
The meeting of 19.01.2011 between Ocalan and lawyers Hüseyin ÇALİŞCİ, Doğan ERBAŞ, Ömer 
GÜNEŞ ve Mehmet Sani KIZILKAYA: preparation of Ocalans defence, supposed Kurdish genocide, 
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KCK operations, boycotting of imams, Hezbollah members taken into city councils, veiled 
suggestion for KCK to uprise, the birth of a democratic national alliance, Dipnot magazine as 
above. 
 
During this meeting, it was argued that any suspect who is tried and sentenced due to the 
operations carried out on the PKK/KCK are supposed hostages, and therefore they should not 
appear in court, and protest court. 
 
Due to the cultural genocide, some religious figures and institutes should be boycotted, and there 
should be civil unrest and contempt.  
As the fourth era of the organisation, they  must therefore protect the existence of the organisation 
and the activities of the organisation should help free the leader Ocalan, BDP should be more 
cautious, protests should increase across the country.  
 
 
 04.05.2011 meeting between Ocalan and Ömer GÜNEŞ, Mustafa ERASLAN, Nevzat ANUK ve 
Asya ÜLKER. They discussed: his wellbeing, upcoming DTK meeting, the events after YSKs 
decision over the 12 independent MPs, Ocalans lawyers being bourgeois therefore ineffective 
amongst the population and other such criticisms, the organisation in the press, Ocalan threatening 
the government, criticises senior leaders of PKK in North Iraq,  KCK in Russia and conference held 
there, inquiring as to whether imprisoned KCK members can work, Ocalans praise of members who 
burn their bodies for the cause and to send this message to the organisation and whether this can 
be taken up seriously. Ocalan instructs Roj TV to advance and develop itself to further the cause. 
 
18.05.2011 meeting between Ocalan and Ömer GÜNEŞ, Muhdi ÖZTÜZÜN Sabahattin KAYA ve 
Mehmet BAYRAKTAR. They discuss: the letter and 3 drafts Ocalan sent to PKK/kongra gel and its 
managing body; Iraqi presidents assistant  Tarık El-Haşimis desire to mediate between Turkey and 
the PKK; columnists, to transfer European KCK members in order to organise Syrian Kurds, those 
who have been imprisoned for KCK activity and their supposed status as hostages and a possible 
hunger strike;  
 
01.06.2011 meeting between Ocalan and Ömer GÜNEŞ, Mensur IŞIK & Hakzan SADAK. The 
following were discussed: Kurdish national conference and activities with the leadership of the DTK; 
11th KNK national board; Murat Karayilan and Cemil Bayiks press releases; journalists’ 
commentaries, general election activities; the possession by the public of the so called terrorists 
funeral suggests sympathy and high moral; the creation of an umbrella party wherein all 
organisations can partake after the elections;  
 
The telephone conversation between on 14.06.2011 between:13:57 on the number used by ÖMER 
GÜNEŞ and  905304914100 used by İRFAN DÜNDAR: this telephone conversation was made on 
Wednesday, a day before the meeting with Ocalan and taking place between the leadership of the 
KCK and lawyers at Asrin Law Firm, and the purpose of this meeting is to determine the 
organisational information that will be given to Ocalan and to determine the instructions Ocalan will 
then give the Buro and the rest of the organisation.  
 
Telephone conversation of 24.06.2011at:19:48 between ÖMER GUNES and SEBAHAT TUNCEL, 
where BDP MP Tuncel inquires about the meeting with Ocalan and Gunes requests BDP Vice 
president Selahattin Demirtas’ telephone number so he can communicate the instructions by 
Ocalan when they meet on 24.06.2011. Gunes subsequently calls Demirtas and discusses the 
above. 
 
Gunes also calls FAİK ÖZGÜR EROL on 16.08.2011 to deliver the same message as above, that 
he needs to communicate Ocalans instructions.  
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The telephone conversation between Omer Gunes and Irfan Dundar suggests they communicated 
their meeting with Ocalan to the press however were worried their names appeared in the papers. 
 
17.01.2011 ÖMER GÜNEŞ and AYSEL TUĞLUK: Tugluk calls Gunes stating she wants to attend 
the next meeting with Ocalan, Gunes notes she can attend for political reasons but if not, she can 
attend the following week, both are aware of possible tapping into their calls and therefore prevent 
themselves from speaking further.  
 
20.01.2011 ÖMER GÜNEŞ and Havva [Ocalans sister] discussing his wellbeing and asking Omer 
to tell Ocalan that a Osman Keser is a candidate for MP, but Gunes notes they were restricted for 
time and could not discuss organisational matters.  
 
03.02.2011 conversation between Omer Gunes and Irfan Dundar: Omer requests İrfan DÜNDAR, 
İbrahim BİLMEZ’i and Faik Özgür EROL attend Asrin Law firm to communicate the instructions 
given by Ocalan to Gunes and turn this into text for use by senior leaders of KCK at a meeting at 
Asrin Law firm,  
 
 
04.02.2011 conversation between Gunes and Demirtas:  
Gunes invites Demirtas and Gultan Kisanak to ASRIN Law firm to communicate the message he 
received from Ocalan on 02.02.2011. Demiras attends the firm on the 5th to collect the 
organisational material communicated by Ocalan.  
 
04.03.2011 conversation between Gunes and ALF secretary Zeynep: discuss flash disc containing 
dialogue with Ocalan; results of the meeting between lawyers and KCK leaders; turn the dialogue 
with Ocalan into text and distribute to senior leaders and supporting mass via internet cafes;  
 
06.05.2011 conversation between Gunes and unnamed media personality from Gunluk Paper: the 
unnamed person speaks in praise of Ocalan, that as a paper they have questions they would like to 
ask Ocalan, and that they had made a request before but to no avail; Gunes provides his email.  
 
08.03.2011- A telephone conversation  between the secretary Zeynep at Asrin Law Firm and Asya 
Ulker talk, the secretary Zeynep informs Asya Ulker that the meeting between Ocalan and his 
lawyers have been postponed, this conversation is made using obscure language.  It is detected 
that Ocalan's lawyers and the lawyers during the interview to take place will be made for the 
transfer of organizational information, before every meeting between Ocalan and his lawyers, Asrin 
Law firm and the Leadership Committee held meetings with Ocalans lawyers.   
 
The conversation topic on the USB is cryptic of Ocalan’s meetings with his lawyers; And the 
meetings held between Asrin Law firm and Ocalan’s lawyers. Notes were taken down in the 
meeting held between Ocalan and his lawyers, and these notes were transcribed into text as direct 
orders from Ocalan for KCK members, these texts were further sent to top KCK members from 
Internet Cafes. The USB that is mentioned in the conversation held the documents from the 
meeting. 
 
12.08.2011- A conversation between Asrin Law firm. lawyer Omer Gunes a KCK member and 
activity leader and Roj TV presenter Mehmet discuss Ocalan’s plans and mission and also asked 
about a road map; Lawyer Omer Gunes suggest that the direction that they have received from 
Ocalan and information received from ECHR will be made into brochures and booklets to negate 
the Kurdish peoples beliefs in the Government and that the brochures will help the KCK to deter the 
governments projects in the region; also the PKK will be gaining members to further advance in 
deteriorating the governments and causing divided opinions. 
 
12.08.2011- A call made by Asrin Law firm, Omer Gunes from the number 905302404812 to Male 
suspect who is broadcasting PKK agenda discuss whether they have yet to apply for a meeting with 
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Ocalan and also asking about Ocalan opinion on the ongoing political process, to this Omer Gunes 
says that they apply for a meeting on a weekly basis and further saying that Ocalan is saying 
praises and that Ocalan should be freed. Also saying that through Roj TV broadcasting, and 
particularly for Kurdish people’s trust should weaken for the courts and the government, and to also 
suggest that the projects that the government is taking up if failing, suggesting that this information 
should be shared; this will be effective in the course of setting the foundation to strengthen PKK’s 
mission to divide and to build a terrorist organisations. 
 
12.08.2011- conversation between Omer Gunes and male suspect; a programme that Omer Gunes 
has spoken was based on the notes that Ocalan had given in his meetings to his Lawyers; and 
further suggesting the process in which they will apply for further meetings with Ocalan. 
 
 
 
3) Following tapping on ADSL lines and emails re the closed information network; meeting notes; 
observation notes; additional notes; organisational instructions and communications: information 
was sent between users of emails at Omeyra and Lavinya Internet cafes. 
 
Following physical investigation, telephone tapping and ADSL monitoring, it is clear that Omer 
Gunes, entered Omeyra café to work on and TABLO 12 and entered and searched organisational 
material on the computer.  
 
Thus following on from the weekly meetings between Ocalan and the suspected Lawyers, the 
lawyers received organisational instructions from Ocalan and then purported to turn these into text 
at ALF; they then saved these texts onto the drafts section of emails known by a select number of 
senior leaders within the PKK at cafes near the ALF; therefore with the intermediation of the 
lawyers, it is clear that within the framework of Ocalans instructions the PKK is managed and 
directed. 
 
MEDIA Partners working with the PKK/KCK 
 
www.diclehaber.com: States the panel taken place at the EU Parliament named ‘EU, Turkey and 
the Kurds’ including Noam Chomsky on 06.11.10.  
 
Numerous other panels taking place in Turkey and abroad discussing the Kurds is laid out. 
 
The above news pieces, compared with other newspieces in the folder, suspect OMER GUNES 
who serves in the senior leadership of the KCK/PKK; Gunes organises diplomatic activities to 
advance the cause of the organisation in the international arena; for this he organises committees 
and commissions to further the cause; to further the cause in the international arena he insures 
books are translated; solidarity organisations; conferences; the dissemination of the organisations 
information relating to PKKS activities; acting in accordance with organisational instructions; as 
such he has committed the crime he is being sentenced with.  
 
 
 
4. Suspect Faik Özgür EROL 
 
Ocalans terrorist organisations aims are advanced through the mediation of his lawyers who attend 
weekly meetings from which they make notes, make several changes to these notes, attach these 
to the draft section of a select few emails possessed by a small number of senior leaders within the 
PKK; this information is then disseminated to leaders abroad and thus the PKK is hereby governed 
through the instructions given to these lawyers.  
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The information we have on the above suspect EROL following various forms of investigation as 
detailed earlier indicate firstly he visited Ocalan twice between 27.04.2011 ve 18.07.2011 and they 
discussed various topics during his visit including the general elections; operations, clashes, Murat 
Yilans supposed statement about guerrillas, Jumah prayer protests, KCK imprisoners to be freed 
and other matters relating to the organisation.  
 
15.12.2010 meeting between Ocalan and Doğan ERBAŞ, Mizgin IRGAT ve Meral ATASOY ATAN: 
Ocalans wellbeing, prison conditions, his latest statement, statement made towards the Gulen 
Movement, Ocalan  gives advice and instructions. 
 
There is a detailed note of a telephone conversation between ALF and MAHMUT Sakar in which 
EROL displays organisational attitude and speech, organisation of lawyers to attend the meetings 
with Ocalan and how to distribute the information.  
 
Following physical tracking of the suspect during the  investigation: 
 
KCK leaders and ALF lawyers have between them notes gathered from meetings from Ocalan 
which they then distribute to other leaders creating a network of information. 
 
Physical tracking, ADSL, and tapping has resulted in finding EROL entering Lavinya Café in 3 
separate images, and that he has used the email addresses: karanliktakaos@yahoo.com; 
romanskara@yahoo.com.tr; damlalar01@yahoo.com; he has also entered Omeyra café on 3 
separate occasions and this is supported with images, tracking, ADSL.  
 
5-) Hadice KORKUT 
 
lawyer Korkut is suspected of being a member of an armed terrorist organisation on  07.11.2007 
pertaining to s. 5237 of article 220/7 of the TCK. Hadice KORKUT, Muhammed Serdar ÖZER, 
Mehmet BAYRAKTAR, Ali MADEN,  İbrahim BİLMEZ, Ömer GÜNEŞ, Hadice KORKUT, Hakan 
BOZAYLA, Süleyman ÖZBAYHAN, Baran PAMUK, Servet DEMİR, Süleyman KAYA, Muhammed 
Serdar ÖZER, Mehmet Sani KIZILKAYA, Abdulhamit ARSLANLAR, Ayşe BATUMLU, Mehmet 
BAYRAKTAR, Muzaffer KUTAY, Asya ÜLKER, İnan POYRAZ are guilty of being members of and 
aiding and abetting the unlawful terrorist organisation PKK/KONGRA-GEL, as such, they are 
hereon denied the right to represent Ocalan.  
 
Suspect visited Ocalan 6 times during 2005-2008.  
 
Analysis of news pieces compared with other newspieces in the folder, show suspect KORKUT 
who serves in the senior leadership of the KCK/PKK; Gunes organises diplomatic activities to 
advance the cause of the organisation in the international arena; for this he organises committees 
and commissions to further the cause; to further the cause in the international arena he insures 
books are translated; solidarity organisations; conferences; the dissemination of the organisations 
information relating to PKKS activities; acting in accordance with organisational instructions; as 
such he has committed the crime he is being sentenced with. 
 
 
6. EMRAN EMEKCI 
 
Following tapping of telephone conversations, it is clear the suspect displays organisational attitude 
and speech with a leaders expression: 
01.02.2011 conversation between Emran EMEKÇİ and Mehmet BAYRAKTAR where the two 
discuss a meeting with Ocalan that didn’t take place due to bad weather conditions.  
 
 
7-) Cengiz KAPMAZ  
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To prevent repetition of the above evidence, only those relating to the suspect are here.  
 
It has been understood from  Cengiz Kapmaz’s several telephone conversations that he is involved 
in the organisation actively and has been taking actions as one of the key people of the terrorist 
organisation.  
On 25.01.2011 at 16:47 – The ‘panels’ mentioned in the telephone conversations between Cengiz 
Kapmaz, Media spokesperson of Asrin Law Firm which coordinated KCK Leadership Committee 
and advocates Ocalan, and Giyasettin Mordeniz, member of BDP, were organised in several cities 
of Turkey including Istanbul to inform Ocalan’s followers that he had been arrested and brought to 
Turkey on 15 February 1999. The panels took place between 01-15 February 1999 aimed the 
propagation of Abdullah Ocalan and increase the support for him. 
On 11.01.2011 at 12:42 – Journalist Asli Aydintasbas Alptekin (mobile number 00905337447509) 
called the Media spokesperson of Asrin Law Firm which coordinated KCK Leadership Committee 
and advocates Ocalan Cengiz Kapmaz, on mobile number 00905285088846, and tried to obtain 
information on a TV programme which Cengiz Kapmaz would be attending to speak on BDP, 
Southeastern Turkey and Hizbollah. 
On 14.01.2011 at 20:00 – Ahmet ..... (mobile number 00905337307492) called Cengiz Kapmaz on 
00905285088846, to inform him that the book entitiled ‘Ocalan’s days in Imrali’ written by Cengiz 
Kaplan himself is ready to publish and asked him whether there are any sections to be removed or 
added to the book. (The book was published in February 2011 and is included in the file as 
evidence.) 
On 18.01.2011 at 14:24 – The telephone conversation between Cengiz Kaplmaz, on mobile 
number 00905285088846, and Roj TV, on 00903253663671, was on the mutual agreement of the 
failure of the Turkish government in democracy, the Kurdish and the Shia issues. They both agreed 
that the support for AKP from the Southeastern and Eastern Turkey population had been declining.  
On 19.01.2011 at 12:49 – The telephone conversation between Cengiz Kaplmaz, on mobile 
number 00905285088846, called Irfan Dundar on 00905304914100 to inform him that he had 
detected the name behind the news on Taraf or Hurriyet Newspapers on BDP or Asrin Law Firm. 
Cengiz Kaplan warned Irfan Dundar not to tell it to anyone and told him about his book.  
On 03.02.2011 at 16:42 – The telephone conversation between Cengiz Kapmaz and the legal 
media body of terrorist organisation PKK/KONGRA-GEL was deciphered and claimed to be on the 
meeting of Abdullah Ocalan and the lawyers of Asrin Law Firm Aysel Tugluk, Cengiz Cicek and 
Mizgin Irgat on 02.02.2011. 
The lawyers’ meetings with Ocalan are always followed by a meeting with KCK Leadership 
Committee members in order to evaluate his situation and to convey Ocalan’s organisational 
ultimatums. These are also produced in a word document under the name of ‘Notes from the 
Meeting’ and distributed to the necessary points via e-mail. 
On 20.02.2011 at 13:49 – In the telephone conversation between Cengiz Kapmaz and a male, Mr. 
Kapmaz called Ocalan as ‘the President’ and talked about Ocalan’s greetings on his book entitled 
‘Ocalan’s days in Imrali’. Cengiz Kapmaz also mentioned his intention to become an MP candidate 
for Istanbul in the next elections. He mentioned that he would not be able to announce his intention 
and a request from BDP would be necessary. An ultimatum from ‘the President’ would guarantee 
his candidateship. As an answer to the question on whether Dogan Erbas – one of the lawyers of 
Ocalan- would be in relationship with Ergenekon, Cengiz Kapmaz assured him that it would not be 
possible and claimed that Hatice Korkut –one of the lawyers of Ocalan- should have been 
questioned instead.  
                                                                                            
 
20.02.2011 telephone conversation between Kapmaz and ROJIN: Rojin calls Kapmaz and tells him 
that his book titled ‘IMRALI DAYS’ has been pirated and distributed from a bookshop in VAN, she 
tells him they should make a complaint, Kapmaz says “whoever has done this should be sent to the 
KCK court of justice system, they will have capital punishment there,” “they shouldn’t be sent to the 
Turkish Republics court of justice, they no longer have capital punishment, we should send them to 
the KCK justice system.” 
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He also says the senior leadership of the KCK should embrace the book too, after which time Rojin 
warns him of their phones being possibly tapped. Kapmaz refers to Ocalan as ‘leader’ and notes 
Ocalan has communicated that he wants Kapmaz to work very hard and develop himself via the 
meetings with the lawyers, thus Kapmaz has displayed organisational affiliation. 
 
 
15.03.2011 conversation between kapmaz and irfan dundar: lawyer dundar notes he is at the ALF 
with Mensur Isik and that KAPMAZ should join them asap and this is possibly due to the meeting on 
18.03.2011 between Ocalan and the lawyers for which Kapmaz is preparing notes to give to 
Ocalan.  
 
16.03.2011 conversation between NAMIK KEMAL DURUKAN and KAPMAZ: 
ALF press officer KAPMAZ speaks to Namik from Dogan News Agency (DHA), stating that the 
telephone conversation between them must be interpreted, that BDP supported independent MP 
candidates cannot become candidates unless they have the consent of Ocalan therefore BDP is 
directly affiliated with the terrorist organisation.  
 
20.03.2011 ILKE between KAPMAZ: Ilke from Roj TV and Kapmaz discuss the recent meeting with 
Ocalan, that the minutes/instructions from the meeting have been transformed into text called 
“MEETING NOTES” and this has then been sent to interested parties over email. Ilke then notes 
that there are two copies, and which is the relevant notes, to which KAPMAZ replies the one “Ismet” 
has used is the most recent and relevant one. 
 
According to the witness statement of a Nesibe Mordeniz on 14.06.2010, the individual named 
Ismet above is ismet KAYHAN is the editor of FIRAT NEWS AGENCY. Ilke Jiyan (code name) is 
the News editor  
 
29.03.2011 between KAPMAZ and IBRAHIM BILMEZ conversation: bimaz calls kapmaz, telling him 
he is next to Omer Gunes and that they are waiting for CENGIZ CICEK and YALCIN SARITAS, that 
they will leave in 5 and that they want KAPMAZ to come next to them aswell, kapmaz agrees. 
BILMEZ invites the lawyers due to the meeting with Ocalan the following day 30.03.11, and to 
gather and determine the organisational information they will communicate to Ocalan.  
 
  
05.05.2011 conversation between rojin and KAPMAZ. Rojin calls kapmaz and tells him that they will 
have an initiative for the killed children (she is possibly referring to the PKK killings in rural areas), 
and that they will stir up trouble, she invites KAPMAZ to this meeting and he agrees to attend. 
 
17.05.2011 conversation between IRFAN DUNDAR AND KAPMAZ: dundar calls kapmaz asking 
him whether he will attend the meeting which is most likely the meeting taking place prior to the 
meeting with Ocalan on 18.05.11 to discuss organisational matters and information to discuss with 
Ocalan. 
 
17.05.11 conversation between KAPMAZ and X MALE (possibly from Hollands ANF-FIRAT NEWS)  
inquiring as to who Ramazan AYYÜZ, a lawyer representing PKK members and who has requested 
ransom in return for releasing a number children who have been detained, and whether or not the 
above mentioned lawyer is one of Ocalans lawyers. In addition, X believes KAPMAZ has leaked 
information to TARAF paper, kapmaz says it was not him and that he has an idea ofwho it may be, 
but he cannot name him, the suspect has become totally integrated with the terrorist organiasiton 
and its members.   
  
24.05.2011 ISMET calls KAPMAZ complaining and criticising articles written on Dipnot and 
Democratic Modernity and Freedom magazines, noting that the articles on them (ANF) and (ALF), 
that the claim that such pieces are written and published for the first time on Kurdish press, noting 
such topics have already been covered by Ozgur Politika, ISMET also complains that KAPMAZ has 
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leaked the information gathered from the meetings with Ocalan to TARAF and that he will make a 
formal complaint against him, arguing he will release his name and address to shame him, that he 
is uncomfortable with KAPMAZ representing himself as the spokesman for Ocalan and that he will 
get the opinion of the leadership of the KCK too.  
 
 16.06.2011 conversation between kapmaz and columnist cengiz candar, candar calls kapmaz 
asking about the meeting with Ocalan, kapmaz notes the recent meeting went smoothly and that 
Ocalan requests the ‘present circumstance should continue in order to advance the democratic 
constitution.” Candar asks whether the notes will be relased to the press [minutes of the meetings 
with Ocalan are turned into text and released to sympathetic media partners] and Kpamaz notes 
they will be shortly. Candar requests to meet kapmaz in person to discuss a matter, kapmaz asks 
whether it is possible to bring a colleague from ALF.  
 
Kapmaz has a number of telephone calls during this period with various lawyers, media 
personalities and interested parties discussing meetings with Ocalan.  
 
ADSL Lines and email tapping shows: 
The above discussed closed information network, meetings notes, observation notes, additional 
notes and organisational directions and communications have been drafted at Omeyra and Lavinya 
internet cafes.  
 
Physical tracking and tracking with technical equipment s show: 
Lawyer CENGIZ CICEK was seen 6 times,KAPMAZ 2 times at Lavinya Cafe using the email 
addresses named earlier to save the minutes of meetings with Ocalan to the drafts section on these 
emails.  
 
MEDIA ORGANS  
An observation of media partners sympathetic or directly affiliated with the PKK show various 
articles naming KAPMAZ and colleagues including Dicle News. 
 
8. SUSPECT ASYA ULKER 
 
Is guilty of making the propaganda of the unlawful terrorist organisation PKK, being a member of 
the armed terrorist organiasiotn, and are therefore prohibited from representing Ocalan hereon.  
 
General points of argument when looking at the eviden ce  
 
As above, the suspect is guilty of turning the minutes of meetings with Ocalan into text and then 
distributing this information to interested parties. 
 
During 2005-2011, the suspect visited Ocalan 24 times. 
 
An observation of the meetings the suspect has held with Ocalan shows: a number of topics were 
discussed including Ocalans wellbeing, operations, clashes etc, KCK abroad, developments in 
Syria vis-a-vis PKK, Kurdish uprisings, BDP representation in Erbil Iraq, etc.  
 
Suspects telephone conversations indicate organisatio nal affiliation, activity and support 
 
Example: 04.04.2010 conversation between ULKER and GURI OZDEMIR, where OZDEMIR calls 
ULKER to celebrate the birthday of OCALAN.  
 
Observation of media organs sympathetic to PKK 
 
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, suspect ULKER 
embraces the PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK. She 
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supports the advancement of the cause abroad with translation of releavant books, solidarity 
groups, conference and panels etc.  
 
9. SUSPECT AYDIN ORUC 
  
According to the arguments re the evidence in the indictment, 
 
Following the weekly meetings with terrorist leader Ocalan whose detained in Imrali prison and his 
lawyers at  Asrın law firm, his lawyers received organisational instructions which were then turned 
into text and stored in the drafts section of emails known only to a select few in the management of 
the organisation. As such, it is possible to see the organisation is led and managed through 
OCALANS instructions via the lawyers.  
 
Following archive investigation, physical and technical tracking, it is possible to see the suspect 
visited Ocalan 10 times during 2007-2011 
 
The topics discussed during the suspects meetings with Ocalan were: 
 
Ocalans wellbeing,developments in Iraq and north Iraq, whether his messages have been delivered 
to Talabani and Barzani, packet of constitutional changes and these being unsupported by the 
BDP, Merkels communications with Turkey, meeting in Brussels, Diyarbakir Kurdish Womens 
conference, operations, clashes, letter to nelson Mandela etc. And other such topics relating to the 
organisation. 
 
Telephone conversations indicating organisational att itude and speech: 
 
Example: 11.03.2011 between lawyers ORUC and CEMAL DEMIR: on this occasion oruc calls 
demir assuring him the meeting of 11.03.11 between Ocalan and lawyers went well, his morale was 
high, he was healthy, that lawyers GUNES and ULKER also attended the meeting with ORUC thus 
imparting information of a non legal background 
 
 11.04.2011: ORUC calls CENGIZ CICEK, one of Ocalans lawyers, telling him that an NTV 
journalist named   Tayfun TALİPOĞLU sends his greetings to Ocalan via Cicek, however CICEK 
says Ocalan may ask for details therefore ORUC should deliver the message himself.  
 
Sympathetic media organs: 
 
A number of newspieces were published on websites including www.firatnews.com on 21.10.09 
and 30.03.09. once these pieces were compared with various other articles, archives etc., it is clear 
that the suspect ORUC takes part in the terrorist unlawful organisation that is KCK, has tried to 
advance the cause through various methods including he translation of relevant books, organising 
support and membership, conferences, panels to further the beliefs of the PKK. Therefore suspect 
ORUC has committed the crime he has been convicted of.  
10. SUSPECT BEDRI KURAN 
 
  The above suspect has visited Ocalan 4 times during the years 2007-2011 
In order to avoid repetition and in addition to the subjects above,  
 
25.05.2011 meeting between Ocalan and lawyers where KURAN was present, the following 
subjects were discussed: Kongra gels 8th general assembly, developments on North iraqs 
leadership, Iran and PJAK, operations, clashes, KCK Europe developments, general election 
activities, post election umbrella party organisation developments, letters Ocalan sent to Knadil, 
columnists pieces, etc. And other matters relating to the organisation. 
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Media organs that are affiliated and or sympathetic to the belief and causes of the PKK/KCK, and 
news pieces gathered from these websites have been analysed and are displayed in the folder. 
 
11. SUSPECT BARAN PAMUK 
 
Istanbul chief public prosecutor’s office (CMK) have accused BARAN PAMUK on 10.06.2008 along 
with other lawyers of being a member of an “armed terrorist organisation” and therefore they must 
be punished and prohibited from representing OCALAN from hereon.  
 
Suspect PAMUK has visited OCALAN 5 times during 2007-2011: 
 
The topics discussed during these meetings were: Ocalans wellbeing, Ocalans 2010 birthday 
celebrations, his message to Assyrians and Christians, operations, clashes, BDPs local 
conferences, KCKs European organisation, free women’s academies within the framework of BDPs 
democratic political academies, developments on northern iraqs leadership and changes, 
constitutional changes and their rejection by BDP, the preparation of a democratic constitution, 
KCK senior leaders and their public statements, etc and other matters relating to the organisation. 
 
Telephone conversations: 
19.04.2011 between PAMUK and SERKAN AKBAS; AKBAS tells PAMUK to “come to the party on 
this special occasion”, by occasion he is probably referring to the KCK hearing in DIYARBAKIR on 
the same date.  
 
A number of newspieces were published on websites including www.firatnews.com on 09.07.2011 
and 11.07.09  once these pieces were compared with various other articles, archives etc., it is clear 
that the suspect PAMUK takes part in the terrorist unlawful organisation that is KCK, has tried to 
advance the cause through various methods including he translation of relevant books, organising 
support and membership, conferences, panels to further the beliefs of the PKK. Therefore suspect 
ORUC has committed the crime he has been convicted of.  
 
12. Cemal DEM İR 
 
Following the weekly meetings with terrorist leader Ocalan, his lawyers turned the minutes of the 
meetings into text, the first draft was named “first notes”, several changes were made to these 
named under meeting notes 2, “meeting notes 3 etc. These notes were then saved onto the drafts 
section of commonly used emails, these were also sent to senior individuals affiliated, supportive of 
the organisation both at home and abroad; thus a closed information network was created; with 
some changes these notes were leaked to the press sympathetic of the organisations actions and 
beliefs; thus Ocalans terrorist organisation and its cause was furthered and advanced through the 
mediation of the lawyers “meeting notes” and Ocalan was able to direct and instruct the 
organisation through these notes. 
 
Suspect DEMIR met Ocalan 3 times during 2009-2011. During these meetings the topics discussed 
with the other suspects were also discussed with DEMIRs meetings. 
 
Suspect demir has been active within the terrorist organisation of KCK/PKK, attended organisation 
meetings within this group, suspect used his position as a lawyer and legal advice to discuss 
organisational matters, following the meetings he distributed the minutes as notes and instructions 
to members of the organisation both in the city and rural areas; that the protests across the country 
took place as a result of the information that was distributed from these meetings; he acted in unity 
with the organisation and is therefore guilty of the crimes he is being suspected of.  
 
13. CEMO TUYSUZ 
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As above, the suspect is believed to have been a party to the KCK by distributing the minutes of 
notes from meetings with OCALAN who is instructing the organisation through these notes.  
 
Suspect met Ocalan 8 times during 2009-2011: during these meetings, the topics discussed with 
other lawyers were also discussed with TUYSUZ. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
14.   Davut UZUNKÖPRÜ 
 
Met Ocalan twice during 09-11 and discussed matters as with other lawyers thus relating to the 
organisation and its agenda. Thus there is no legal substance to the meetings with Ocalan and the 
suspect, instead, the meetings are used as a tool to discuss organisational matters as above.  
 
The telephone conversations indicate organisational sympathy, affiliation and speech: 
 
Media organs sympathetic to the organisation have also published related topics, including the 
suspects name and statements.  
 
15. Doğan ERBAŞ 
 
Archive investigations shows the suspect was present at a rally organised by the DTP on 
24.12.2006 to protest some of the statements made by the CHP in front of the Kadikoy provincial 
organisation HQ.  During this protest he provoked the group by making statements such as 
“CRIMINAL ARMY GET OUT OF KURDISTAN.” On this occasion ERBAS was arrested, his 
witness statement was taken and he was later released.  
 
The general evidence is as above, Following the weekly meetings with terrorist leader Ocalan, his 
lawyers turned the minutes of the meetings into text, the first draft was named “first notes”, several 
changes were made to these named under meeting notes 2, “meeting notes 3 etc. These notes 
were then saved onto the drafts section of commonly used emails, these were also sent to senior 
individuals affiliated, supportive of the organisation both at home and abroad; thus a closed 
information network was created; with some changes these notes were leaked to the press 
sympathetic of the organisations actions and beliefs; thus Ocalans terrorist organisation and its 
cause was furthered and advanced through the mediation of the lawyers “meeting notes” and 
Ocalan was able to direct and instruct the organisation through these notes. 
 
During the years 2005-2011: the suspect had meetings with Ocalan 16 times. 
 
The topics discussed during these meetings were as above, relating to the organisation, operations, 
clashes, developments around the world, general elections, meetings and conferences etc. 
Telephone conversations indicating an organisational attitude and speech: 
 
23.02.2010 between ERBAS and X MALE, relating to the meeting to be held with Ocalan on the 
same day and the organisational information to be communicated to him, and that ERBAS will 
communicate the message to Ocalan. 
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24.02.2010 conversation between ERBAS and SADAK,  ERBAS communicates the instructions he 
has received from Ocalan from the meeting on the same day. 
 
The suspect is active within the leadership of the terrorist PKK/KCK organisation, has attended 
organisational meetings within this institution; he has used his position as a lawyer to carry out 
supposed legal work/advice and instead had meetings of an organisational nature; following the 
meetings he has distributed the minutes of the meetings as INSTRUCTIONS to members in rural 
and urban areas of the country; the protests around the country have taken place due to the 
information distributed from these meetings; therefore the suspect is guilty of the crimes he has 
been convicted of.  
  
16. ERDAL SAFALI 
 
 
Suspect met Ocalan once during 2010.  
 
During this meeting, they discussed KCK arrests, setting up of provincial and city councils; ROJ TV; 
1921 constitution supposedly having sections giving kurds autonomy and how this should be 
released to the public; referendum results; DTK; instructions to meet intellectuals, writers and 
journalists’, letters between Ocalan and BDP, developments in Iran and PJAK, a possible personal 
message from Ocalan in conferences;   
 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
17. ERGUN CANAN 
 
Met Ocalan once on 12.01.2011 
 
During this meeting the following topics were discussed: general elections; Murat KARAYILAN and 
his statements on democratic autonomy; operations, clashes etc; journalists statements; north Iraqs 
leadership developments; terrorist organisations European structuring; ergenekon terrorist 
organisations operations; boycott of imams;  
 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
 

 
18-) Fuat COŞACAK; 
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Suspect is guilty of “knowingly and willingly helping a terrorist organisation” pursuant to 5237 TCK 
314/3 &  220/7.  
 
Suspect met Ocalan 12 times during 2006-2011. During these meetings the topics discussed 
include: Ocalans wellbeing, developments in north Iraq; constitutional changes and there rejection 
by BDP; meeting in Brussels; topics relating to the organisations, recent developments etc. 
 
 
The suspect is active within the leadership of the terrorist PKK/KCK organisation, has attended 
organisational meetings within this institution; he has used his position as a lawyer to carry out 
supposed legal work/advice and instead had meetings of an organisational nature; following the 
meetings he has distributed the minutes of the meetings as INSTRUCTIONS to members in rural 
and urban areas of the country; the protests around the country have taken place due to the 
information distributed from these meetings; therefore the suspect is guilty of the crimes he has 
been convicted of.  
 
19-) Hakzan SADAK;  
 
Met Ocalan twice: 01.06.2011 ve 15.06.2011. the topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above. 
 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
 
 20-) Hüseyin ÇAL İŞÇİ;   
 
Suspect met Ocalan twice during 07.07.2010 ve 19.01.2011 
The topics discussed during these meetings were relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational 
matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the BDP/organisations message and 
support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations:  
28.07.2011 between CALISCI and CELAL ALPHAN; ALPHAN calls Lawyer CALISCI inquiring 
about a protest taking place on 29.07.2011 against an opposition rising against PAJK, the Iranian 
wing of the PKK.the protest took place in front of the Iranian embassy, and ALPHAN is inquiring 
about a press release/statement during this protest; the conversation makes it clear that the press 
release was organised by CALISCI. 
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21-) Mehmet BAYRAKTAR;  
 
Suspect is guilty of being a member of an armed terrorist organisation and knowingly and willingly 
helping the terrorist organisation under article 220/7 of the TCK and therefore prohibited from 
representing Ocalan.  
 
 
During 2006-2011, suspect met Ocalan 17 times. The topics discussed during these meetings were 
as above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and 
abroad, spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations: 25.01.2011 between BAYRAKATAR calls ALF, requesting them to 
arrange a meeting with OCALAN the following Wednesday or Friday, ALF notes those days are 
filled and BAYRAKTAR insists he must see OCALAN asap as this meeting is very important for 
him, (this suggests the required meeting with Ocalan is not related to any legal matters) 
 
 
 22-) Mehmet Deniz BÜYÜK; 
 
Met Ocalan 10 times during 2006-2011. The topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
23-) Mehmet Sabır TA Ş;  
 
 
Guilty of knowingly and willingly helping an armed terrorist organisation and is therefore prohibited 
from representing Ocalan.  
 
Met Ocalan 11 times during 2007-2010. The topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
The suspect is active within the leadership of the terrorist PKK/KCK organisation, has attended 
organisational meetings within this institution; he has used his position as a lawyer to carry out 
supposed legal work/advice and instead had meetings of an organisational nature; following the 
meetings he has distributed the minutes of the meetings as INSTRUCTIONS to members in rural 
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and urban areas of the country; the protests around the country have taken place due to the 
information distributed from these meetings; therefore the suspect is guilty of the crimes he has 
been convicted of.  
 
24-) Mehmet Sani KIZILKAYA;  
Guilty of being a member of an armed terrorist organisation and is therefore prohibited from acting 
as Ocalans representative. 
 
Met Ocalan 14 times during 2007-2011; The topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations: 29.04.2011 between KIZILKAYA and GUNES, Gunes calls KIZILKAYA 
to ALF to discuss the topics and information to be communicated to Ocalan during the meeting on 
the next day. 
 
 
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, the suspect embraces 
the PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK; supports the 
advancement of the cause abroad with translation of relevant books, solidarity groups, conference 
and panels etc.  
 
   25-) Mehmet AYATA;  
Met Ocalan twice during 2011: 13.04.2011 ve 06.07.2011 and the topics discussed during these 
meetings were as above, relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in 
turkey and abroad, spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
Telephone conversations:  
28.06.2011 between ALF secretary Zeynep and AYATA; ZEYNEP calls ayata due to the meeting 
with Ocalan the next day which ayata will also attend; requesting ayata to attend the law firm to 
discuss the organisational information he will give to Ocalan. 
 
  26-) Mensur I ŞIK;  
 
Met Ocalan 9 times during 2007-2011. The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
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Telephone conversations: 29.07.2010 between ISIK and MUHDI OZTUZUN; lawyer oztuzun 
requests assistance from ISIK for his relative who is a member of the PKK and who has been 
recently arrested.  
 
 27-) Meral ATASOY ATAN;  
 
 Met Ocalan 8 times during 2009-2011. The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations:  
31.01.2011 ATAN calls DUNDAR to request a meeting with Ocalan in march, dundar once he 
checks his notes tells her the first 2 weeks are full, and the latter dates available;  
 
 
 28-) Ayşe BATUMLU KAYA; 
 
Met Ocalan 3 times during 2007-2010. The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc.   
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
  29-)  Mizgin IRGAT; 
 
Met Ocalan 7 times during 2009-2011: The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc.  
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
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04.06.2011 between IRGAT and X unnamed person who sent an SMS to IRGAT defaming 
ERDOGAN and appraising the PKK/KCK. [the text is not included here] 
 
  30-) Muharrem ŞAHİN; 
 
Suspect is guilty of helping armed terrorist organisation and should therefore be prohibited from 
representing Ocalan. 
 
Met Ocalan 17 times during 2006-2011. The topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
 
01.04.2011 conversation between ZEYNEP from ALF and SAHIN asking about developments for 
his request to meet Ocalan.  
 
Thus it is possible to see the suspect is active within the LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE of the 
PKK/KCK; attending organisational meetings; attending supposed legal meetings with OCALAN 
with no legal basis; following these meetings the minutes were distributed to members in the rural 
and urban areas of the country as INSTRUCTIONS; thus the protests across the country were 
carried out due to these instructions via the lawyers; thus the suspect is guilty of the crime he is 
accused of.  
 
 31-) Muhdi ÖZTÜZÜN; 
Met Ocalan 18 times during 2008-2011. The topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
 
 32-) Mustafa ERASLAN; 
 
guilty of making the propaganda of the outlawed PKK,opposing the law and government by 
attending protests; being a member of an armed terrorist organisation; knowingly and willingly 
helping a terrorist organisation; 
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met Ocalan 12 times during 2005-2011The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
 
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, the suspect embraces 
the PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK; supports the 
advancement of the cause abroad with translation of releavant books, solidarity groups, conference 
and panels etc.  
 
 33-) Nezahat PAŞA BAYRAKTAR; 
Met Ocalan twice in 2010. The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating to 
Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the 
BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
 
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, suspect ULKER 
embraces the PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK. She 
supports the advancement of the cause abroad with translation of releavant books, solidarity 
groups, conference and panels etc.  
 
34-) Osman ÇEL İK; 
 
Met Ocalan 11 times during 2006-2011. The topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
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 35-) Sabahattin KAYA; 
 
Met Ocalan 10 times during 2010-2011. The topics discussed during these meetings were as 
above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
 
  When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, suspect ULKER 
embraces the PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK. She 
supports the advancement of the cause abroad with translation of releavant books, solidarity 
groups, conference and panels etc.  
Thus it is possible to see the suspect is active within the LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE of the 
PKK/KCK; attending organisational meetings; attending supposed legal meetings with OCALAN 
with no legal basis; following these meetings the minutes were distributed to members in the rural 
and urban areas of the country as INSTRUCTIONS; thus the protests across the country were 
carried out due to these instructions via the lawyers; thus the suspect is guilty of the crime he is 
accused of.  
 
 36-) Serkan AKBA Ş; 
Met Ocalan 5 times during 2009-2010 The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
Thus it is possible to see the suspect is active within the LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE of the 
PKK/KCK; attending organisational meetings; attending supposed legal meetings with OCALAN 
with no legal basis; following these meetings the minutes were distributed to members in the rural 
and urban areas of the country as INSTRUCTIONS; thus the protests across the country were 
carried out due to these instructions via the lawyers; thus the suspect is guilty of the crime he is 
accused of.  
 
 
 38-) Şakir DEM İR; 
 
Met Ocalan 6 times during 2009-2011; The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
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mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
 
Thus it is possible to see the suspect is active within the LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE of the 
PKK/KCK; attending organisational meetings; attending supposed legal meetings with OCALAN 
with no legal basis; following these meetings the minutes were distributed to members in the rural 
and urban areas of the country as INSTRUCTIONS; thus the protests across the country were 
carried out due to these instructions via the lawyers; thus the suspect is guilty of the crime he is 
accused of.  
 
 
39-) Şaziye ÖNDER; 
 
Met Ocalan twice during 2010-2011 The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
 
Thus it is possible to see the suspect is active within the LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE of the 
PKK/KCK; attending organisational meetings; attending supposed legal meetings with OCALAN 
with no legal basis; following these meetings the minutes were distributed to members in the rural 
and urban areas of the country as INSTRUCTIONS; thus the protests across the country were 
carried out due to these instructions via the lawyers; thus the suspect is guilty of the crime he is 
accused of.  
 
 40-) Mehmet Nuri DEN İZ’in;  
 
Met Ocalan 3 times during 2008-2011 
The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, 
organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the BDP/organisations 
message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
 
 41-) Mahmut AL İNAK’ın;  
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Met Ocalan once during 2011. 
The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, 
organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the BDP/organisations 
message and support etc. 
 
Thus it is possible to see the suspect is active within the LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE of the 
PKK/KCK; attending organisational meetings; attending supposed legal meetings with OCALAN 
with no legal basis; following these meetings the minutes were distributed to members in the rural 
and urban areas of the country as INSTRUCTIONS; thus the protests across the country were 
carried out due to these instructions via the lawyers; thus the suspect is guilty of the crime he is 
accused of.  
 
The suspect, along with the other suspects are guilty; When the meetings with Ocalan are 
analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the meetings the suspects has had with 
Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to TRANSMIT organisational information to 
OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance 
the organisation; thus by providing intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and 
OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the 
organisation, they have acted as mediators who have provided members with information and 
direction; thus they have provided assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and 
“MANAGEMENT” 
 
 42-) Nevzat ANUK;  
Met Ocalan 2 times during 2011 The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  
relating to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, 
spreading the BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
 
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, suspect embraces the 
PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK. She supports the 
advancement of the cause abroad with translation of releavant books, solidarity groups, conference 
and panels etc.  
 
 43-) Ümit S İSLİGÜN; 
  
Met Ocalan once during 2010 
The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, 
organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the BDP/organisations 
message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
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intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
 44-) Yaşar KAYA; 
Met Ocalan once during 2010; The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating 
to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the 
BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, suspect ULKER 
embraces the PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK. She 
supports the advancement of the cause abroad with translation of releavant books, solidarity 
groups, conference and panels etc.  
 
 45-) Yalçın SARITA Ş; 
 
Met Ocalan 4 times during 2009-2011 
The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating to Ocalans wellbeing, 
organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the BDP/organisations 
message and support etc.  
 
 When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, suspect embraces the 
PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK; supports the 
advancement of the cause abroad with translation of releavant books, solidarity groups, conference 
and panels etc.  
 
 46-) Fırat AYDINKAYA;  
met Ocalan once during 2011, The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating 
to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the 
BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
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mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
 47-) Veysel VESEK; 
Met Ocalan once during 2011; The topics discussed during these meetings were as above,  relating 
to Ocalans wellbeing, organisational matters, developments in turkey and abroad, spreading the 
BDP/organisations message and support etc. 
 
When the meetings with Ocalan are analysed, along with other such meetings, it is clear that the 
meetings the suspects has had with Ocalan have no legal basis or advice, and are solely to 
TRANSMIT organisational information to OCALAN; in turn he received ORGANISATIONAL 
INSTRUCTIONS from Ocalan to further advance the organisation; thus by providing 
intercommunication between the PKK/KONGRA GEL and OCALAN, the suspect is guilty of 
mediating; that to further the existence and presence of the organisation, they have acted as 
mediators who have provided members with information and direction; thus they have provided 
assistance with the organisations “STRATEGY” and “MANAGEMENT” 
 
Telephone conversations which indicate organisational affinity, attitude and speech:   
Various sympathetic news articles appearing on dicle news and firat news, suspect ULKER 
embraces the PKK and aims to gather committees and organisations sympathetic to the PKK. She 
supports the advancement of the cause abroad with translation of relevant books, solidarity groups, 
conference and panels etc.  
  48-) Hüseyin KARASU’nun;   
 
Suspect is a driver, and drove the suspect lawyers to imrali on their visits; took part within the 
leadership of the rganisation knowingly and willingly; took part in organisational activities. 
 
Telephone conversation on 14.11.2011 showing sympathy for the suspected lawyers, 
 
 
49-) Sıdık BAL’ın;  
Also a driver for the suspected lawyers as with above KARASU; showed organisationaly sympathy 
and affiliation; evidence in the form of telephone conversations as with above. 
 
50-) Sabahat Zeynep ARAT; 
 
When the activities of the senior leadership of the organisation are taken into account; suspect has 
shown loyalty; that they are trustable to the organisations leadership; thus they have shown that 
within the leadership of the organisation that they are reliable, willing and committed to carry out 
organisational activities.  
These are supported by telephone conversations, tapping, investigating etc. 
 
These are an example of the evidence against the suspect whose occupation as a secretary within 
the leadership committee of the PKK/KCK affiliated ASRIN LAW FIRM; the suspect was 
responsible for all communication; calls; management; organisation within the law firm therefore 
was aware of any meetings, their substance,  the attendees of the meetings; that she carried out all 
of these activities with an organisational intention; with confidentiality; thus the suspect is guilty of 
the crimes she has been accused of.  
 
 
IN SUMMATION,  
 
The accused have provided the distribution and communication between PKK/KCK LEADERSHIP 
COMMITTEE, along with anybody who carries out activities under the name of the leadership 
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committee as a press officer or member, senior members and terrorist leader OCALAN; as such 
they have ensured the terrorist organisation continues its existence; they have organised meetings 
prior to meetings with the terrorist leader in the ALF to give members instructions from their leader; 
the suspects are aware of the substance of the meetings and upon completion, they create texts 
from the minutes of the meeting to distribute and cause protests across the country; they have 
given all members in rural and urban areas instructions to protest; the protests were carried out due 
to these instructions; that protests were carried out abroad too due to these instructions; they are 
knowingly and willingly apart of the organisation to determine its strategy;  
 
LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE suspects include  Cengiz ÇİÇEK, İbrahim BİLMEZ, Ömer GÜNES, 
Faik Özgür EROL, Hadice KORKUT, Emran EMEKÇİ, Cengiz KAPMAZ who act as MANAGERS of 
the  PKK/KCK Terorist organisation, 
 
 
LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE MEMBER suspects include, Mizgin IRGAT, Mehmet BAYRAKTAR, 
Ümit  SİSLİGÜN, Servet DEMİR, Erdal SAFALI, Bedri KURAN, Mehmet AYATA, Veysel 
VESEK,Aydın ORUÇ, Hakzan SADAK,Cemal DEMİR,Mehmet Sabır TAŞ, Ayşe BATUMLU 
KAYA,Sabahattin KAYA , Yaşar KAYA,Mensur IŞIK, Serkan AKBAŞ,Muharrem ŞAHİN, Nevzat 
ANUK, Baran PAMUK, Hüseyin ÇALİŞÇİ ,Ergün CANAN, Doğan ERBAŞ, Nezahat PAŞA 
BAYRAKTAR ,Fuat ÇOŞACAK,Mustafa ERASLAN, Şaziye ÖNDER, Osman ÇELİK, Mehmet Sani 
KIZILKAYA , Meral ATASOY ATAN, Mehmet Nuri DENİZ,Davut UZUNKÖPRÜ,Şakir DEMİR, 
Mahmut ALİNAK, Mehmet Deniz BÜYÜK, Cemo TÜYSÜZ, Asya ÜLKER , Fırat AYDINKAYA, 
Yalçın SARITAŞ ,Muhdi ÖZTÜZÜN who are suspected of being the PKK/KCK terrorist 
organisation’s members carrying out activities under the organisation, 
 
ASRIN LAW FIRM secretary SABAHAT SEYNEP ARAT, along with the firms drivers Huseyin 
KARASU and SIDIK BAL are guilty of carrying out organisational activity within the confidentiality of 
the terrorist organisation and are therefore guilty of the crime they have been accused of.  
 
In accordance with the evidence and analysis above, the suspects are requested, in the name of 
the public, to be punished according to CMK article 250 and others, that they be punished 
according to the different articles and sections detailed above.  
 
                                                                                                  İsmail TANDOĞAN 
        Public Prosecutor  
  


